BRRC Precision Rifle Challenge November 2021
Thanks to everyone who came out to the last match of the year. 2021 was a good year for
BRRC precision rifle match shooting. We had a lot of great stage ideas and a couple of bad
ones, but at the end of the year we learned a lot. We think 2022 will be another challenging and
fun year. Also, for the new guys and mid pack shooters we will probably do another precision
rifle clinic in the spring. Congrats to our top three competitors, good shooting guys. A special
thank you to Henry, Solomon, Geoff, and Monica for laying down their rifles to help run the
match, it made everything run smoothly. Looking forward to seeing everyone at the next match
in February 2022.

Congrats to the top 3. Left to Right: 2nd. Anthony, 1st. Evan, and 3rd. Larry
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Course of Fire:
1. Ode to NRL Hunter
Time: 5 min
Gear: All of your gear. Yeah, you have to carry all your stuff.
Round Count: 6 points max
Target: You’ll figure it out.
Starting position: Standing at the base of the stairs.
Upon the start, competitor will run to the top of the high power line where they will find
2 range finders to utilize, or they may use their own. Competitor will find the targets,
range, dope, and engage. Competitor must identify the location of the target to the RO
before engaging. First round impact is 2 points. If you miss, re-engage for 1 point. Only 2
shots per target.
DO NOT TALK TO OTHER COMPETITORS ABOUT THE STAGE AFTER YOU
HAVE SHOT THE STAGE UNTIL EVERYONE HAS COMPLETED THE STAGE.
STAGE DQ IF YOU DO.
2. Canyon Run
Time: 120 sec
Gear: 1 bag, 1 bipod
Round Count: 12 points max 9

Target: 198(small target), 290, 380, 595, 1018 Middle the whole way out
Starting position: Rifle staged with magazine in hand. Shooter standing behind staged
rifle.
Upon start, Competitor will go prone and engage targets in the following order. 1-2-1-31-4-1-5-1. Targets are Hit to move on.
3. Guess what?! Geoff still hates everybody.
Time: 120 sec
Gear: 1 bag, 1 bipod, 2 magazines
Round Count: 10 points max 10
Target: 200
Starting position: Mag in, Bolt back, standing behind the boat.
Upon the start, competitor will go prone on the boat prop, no part of their body may
touch the ground. Competitor will engage the TYL rack from largest to smallest. Must hit
to move on. After 5 rounds, competitor must complete a magazine change and start on
the rack from smallest to largest.
4. Was It Worth The Weight?
Time: 120
Gear: Any
Round Count: 10 points max
Target: 198(small target), 290, 380, 595, 1018 Middle the whole way out
Starting position: Rifle in sling, magazine in hand, standing behind rifle.
Upon start, competitor will run back to grab 1 weight at a time to place gently in the
bucket. Competitor will continue to go back and forth until rifle lifts off the ground
completely. Competitor will then take rifle out of sling and run to shooting mat.
Competitor will engage targets near to far with 2 rounds each.
5. Kind of Positional
Time: 120 sec
Gear: ANY
Round Count: 10 points max
Target: 200, middle target at 1018
Starting position: Standing, all gear in hand
Upon the start, competitor will go prone and engage ______ target until 2 hits are made.
With remaining rounds, competitor will engage ______ target with 2 shots each, hit or
miss, from standing, kneeling, and seated.
6. We Have Evolved….Henry
Time: 120 sec
Gear: 1 bag, 1 tripod(supplied or your own), Henry’s stupid shooting sticks
Round Count: 10 points max
Target: Right target 400 and 600 yard berm Right target
Starting position: Standing, Mag in, bolt back, rifle and shooting sticks in hand
Upon the start, Competitor will ditch the shooting sticks(because they’re dumb) and

utilized the tripod to shoot from over the prop. No part of rifle may touch the prop. No
rear support. Competitor will engage ______ and _____ yard target, near, far, near.
Competitor will then move to the prop and engage the targets far, near, far. Competitor
will then move to one of the port holes of their choosing, shooting near, far, near, far.
Tripod can be utilized in any way after the first position.

